
SKM Unveil Alternative to Documentation Plan 
 

CINCINNATI, OH – The new SGA Executive team of Seth Walsh, Kristin Sanfilippo, and Matt Morefield 
announced today a new student appointed position called the Student Conduct Liaison (SCL). The SCL 
will be responsible for the implementation and operation of the new alternative to documentation 
program.  
 
“When we ran back in February, we promised that everything on our platform was accomplishable,” 
Seth Walsh said. “I honestly think a lot of people doubted some of our bigger ideas such as this would 
really come to fruition and by no means are we done with this program yet, but this is the crucial first 
step to having the program up and running before the start of next year.” 
 
The SCL position will be responsible for establishing a relationship with service sites around the 
Cincinnati area that students can opt into after they are found responsible for their first monetary 
infraction within the university conduct system. From there, the SCL will also be responsible for tracking 
the service hours as they are completed by the students and reporting back to the conduct officer once 
they have successfully completed the program.  
 
The position was established after Seth, Kristin, and Matt met with the Office of Residence Life on April 
2nd to propose their idea. After getting the approval of Residence Life to move forward with the position, 
the Executive team is hoping to appoint someone to start working with them in the position before the 
end of the semester.  The Executive team also stated that they intended to compensate the position for 
the work that the SCL will accomplish during their term. 
 
Applications were made available yesterday in the SGA office and online at www.xavier.edu/sga and will 
be due back to the SGA office by Friday, April 13 at 5 PM. 
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